Summary of Twitter coverage of presentation by Merve Keane at #RANZCOG19. Compiled for Croakey News (5pp).

Dr Bec Szabo  @inquisitiveGyn  ·  Oct 16
Following @DrSteveRobson @AFL legend Merv Keane here to talk about the death of his daughter Dr Emily Keane my beloved friend and @ranzcog @thewomens colleague. Em we miss you darling friend. 💜🌈

Dr Bec Szabo  @inquisitiveGyn  ·  Oct 16
Merv inviting us all to get a pair of 🌈 gumboots and wear them with purpose. Through many years I share this. Emily will not die in vain says Merv. I concur. #ranzcog19
Dr Bec Szabo @inquisitiveGyn · Oct 16
Merv outlining the numerous letters and deadlines Em received in her last year telling her she was no longer registered as a doctor, no longer a @ranzcg trainee with no warning, more deadlines, no warning to those caring for her. Merv Irving ya all to do better. #ranzcg19

Dr Bec Szabo @inquisitiveGyn · Oct 16
Families need to be built into the medical curriculum and be aware of the pitfalls. They are the carers even if our students and trainees are adults! Ping @MedicalDeans @ranzcg #ranzcg19
Dr Bec Szabo @inquisitiveGyn · Oct 16
Families need to be built into the medical curriculum and be aware of the pitfalls. They are the carers even if our students and trainees are adults! Ping @MedicalDeans @ranzcog #ranzcog19

Dr Bec Szabo
@inquisitiveGyn

To close the gap we need to do this genuinely. Authenticly. We need to mention the mother and baby more. Hospitals and the system must invest in us as clinicians. Who is prepared to make the stand in power of vicarious trauma and proximity. Merv Keane #ranzcog19

9:12 AM · Oct 16, 2019 from Melbourne, Victoria · Twitter for iPhone

Dr Bec Szabo @inquisitiveGyn · Oct 16
Replying to @inquisitiveGyn
Marilla Druitt
@MarillaDruitt

Merv Keane says only 1 in 30 junior doctors have their own GP- @ranzcog supports this and you can get CPD #RANZCOG19 #mhealthfordocs

Bethany Sandford
@BethSandford85

“Feeling vulnerable and under pressure is not a weakness”. - Merv Keane #RANZCOG19 @ranzcog #MentalHealthMatters

Bethany Sandford
@BethSandford85

“You should invest in yourselves, and hospitals should invest in you”. - Merv Keane #RANZCOG19 @ranzcog 🙌

9:13 AM · Oct 16, 2019 · Twitter for iPhone

Dr Bo Szabo
@inquisitiveOyn

Who is prepared to step up? We need you to thrive and flourish. We need you to provide high quality care at an optimal level every day. We need you at your best. Thank you Merv. Thank you for both that talk and for bringing Em into the world. Thank you. #ranzcog19